EduBox 1: Culture, a new perspective
Session 03: A culture reflexive approach to the analysis of cross-cultural interactions
Session plan
Topics/ Content
Learning outcome

Objectives
Lead-in
A Culture reflexive analysis
§ Cultural reflexivity
§ Three perspectives
of cultural reflexivity
§ Putting it into
practice
§ Case studies
Summary and reflection
Home assignment
Sources

Learning Outcome
§ Students analyse crosscultural situations by
applying a culture
reflexive approach

Objectives
At the end of the sessions,
students will be able to:
§ explain what we mean
by cultural reflexivity
§ apply a culture-reflexive
approach to the analysis
of cross-cultural
encounters, and
§ based on their findings
make meaningful
suggestions as to how
to deal with the issue at
stake

Sources
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Poznan, Polen (23.11.2010). http://www.klaus-phansen.de/fileadmin/downloads/kulturtheorie%20heute
.pdf (retrieved 2.2.2017).
§ Köster, Kathrin 2010. International Project
Management. London: Sage
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Interkulturalität? In IntercultureJournal 15(26); pp.23-32
http://www.interculturejournal.com/index.php/icj/article/view/278/362
(retrieved 2.2.2017)
§ Nazarkiewicz, Kerstin 2016a. Kulturreflexive
Perspektiven für Systemiker*innen. Vortrag auf der 16.
Jahrestagung der GGSF in Frankfurt.
http://www.consilia-cct.com/dokumente/NazarkiewiczKulturreflexive-Perspektiven-fuer-Systemikerinnen.pdf
(retrieved 8.2.2018)
§ Pollner, M. 1991. Left of ethnomethodology: The rise
and decline of radical reflexivity. In: American
Sociological Review, 56, 370-380.
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Slide title

Method and time
frame

Comments

The slides are self-explanatory and do not necessarily require elaboration.

Lead-in

Explanation
3 minutes
Explanation 3
minutes
Explanation 3
minutes
Activate students

Cultural reflexivity

3 minutes
Input

Cultural reflexivity

5 minutes
Activity

Cultural reflexivity

10 min
Activity

Differentiate between reflex interaction and reflexivity

Cultural reflexivity

3 minutes
Input

Explain definition

Introduction to EduBox
1 and Session 03
Learning outcomes
Objectives
Tpoics

2 min

The slides are self-explanatory and do not necessarily require elaboration.

The answer to the question will depend on what the students already know about
intercultural communication. The lecturer should note down the comments to be able
to get back to them at the end of the session
Stimulate students to think about the term ‘reflexivity ‘and gain an understanding of
what is being meant by ‘cultural reflexivity’
Ask students to use a search machine and look up the term

Three perspectives of
cultural reflexivity
Putting things into
practice

Input
20 min
Activity
15 min

Case studies

Discussion

Case studies

Optional

Summary and reflection

Input/Discussion
10 minutes
Reading Case
study and carry
out an analysis

Home assignment 1 or
alternatively 2 or/and 3

Sources

The three different perspectives to reflect culture are being explained. During this input
students should take notes.
Using a critical incident, students are asked to apply the culture reflexive approach to
analyse the incident. This can be done as a plenary activity but also as a group work
which would require more time. It is important to discuss how a culture reflexive
approach may influence our reaction and help us to react in manner which is more
appropriate and cultural sensitive.
The quote introduced as a lead-in is being re-read and the answers discussed and
compared
A variety of short cases are available to be used in plenary or in groups to apply the
culture-reflexive approach

The case study by Peter Witchalls can be read as a preparation before coming to class
and students are then (after having received the input) asked to carry out the task in
class, e.g. in groups with the assignment to visualize the results of their analysis on flip
charts. It can also be used as an assignment for the following session and students are
asked to bring the results to class.
The second and third assignment can be carried out in class as the case studies are
relatively short or as a home assignment and students then bring the results to class.

